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About This Game

Say hello to the creative shooter. Ace of Spades: Battle Builder is the first-person shooter that lets you create your battleground,
destroy it, then create it again. Up to 32 players choose from seven unique classes and jump into team-based, multiplayer

mayhem across an endlessly evolving battlefield, to construct, destruct and take out the opposition.

Key Features

CONSTRUCTION, COMBAT AND CREATIVITY - Complete strategic and creative freedom is at your disposal to
annihilate the enemy however you like.
MULTIPLAYER MAP CREATION - Ace of Spades: Battle Builder includes a map creator mode, which allows you
to collaborate with up to 23 friends and make your very own Ace of Spades battleground! Custom tools and over 400
prefabricated structures will help you build the ultimate multiplayer maps, which you can upload and share via Steam
Workshop.

CUSTOM GAME MODES - Play the way YOU want to play! Host your own match or create your own mode using
the wide selection of settings available to you. From fine tuning your favourite mode & classes, to turning TDM into a
Spade-only grudge match with predefined teams, as a lobby host you can:

 Set your lobby to invite only, friends, or open, and also have full control over who joins with the host ‘kick’ function

 Sort players into specific teams – great for clan matches, or for playing on the same team as your friends
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 Choose the map you want to play, official or player made

 Set the size of the match, and it’s duration

 Set up vanilla game modes or tweak them to suit by using an extensive set of customisable game rules

Tons Of Insane Game Modes

Team Deathmatch - The Grandaddy of them all. Kill the enemy; try not to die doing it.

Zombie Mode - Survive the onslaught of the living dead. Failing that, join them.

Classic CTF – Back to basics, one class, one loadout, the classic rifle. You know what to do.

Capture the Flag – No FPS is complete without CTF. Protect your flag, take the enemies’.

Demolition - Demolish the enemy’s base before your own is decimated.

Diamond Mine - Dig up precious diamonds & defend the diamond carrier as they attempt to cash in their
discovery at your team’s base for points.

Occupation - A game mode that pits offence against defence. The defensive team must protect their teams
based in the green occupied area of the map while the attacking Blue team try to destroy the enemy position by
successfully detonating bombs.

VIP – Play in 1930’s era Chicago or LA’s Alcatraz and protect your mob boss from the opposing Mafioso.

Territory Control - Claim key tactical areas of the map for your team, gain a majority territory control of the
map to win, or even better go for glory and take over the entire map!
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Title: Ace of Spades: Battle Builder
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Jagex Limited
Publisher:
Jagex

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP with SP3 / Vista / 7

Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 500 MB free

Graphics: 800 x 600 Minimum Resolution, OpenGL 2.0 Support or better.

Video Card: Recommend use of dedicated graphics card (GeForce 6800 GT or higher, Radeon X1600 or higher, Intel
Graphics version GMA 4500 or higher with 128 MB of dedicated RAM. Laptop/Mobility cards will vary.

 DirectX: 9.0

 Other Requirements:  Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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Alright, my second (or is it third?) ever review on Steam. I bought this software in a flash since I got an info from my friend. Do
mind this review is coming from someone that spent 1228 hours on ComiPo!

For starters, I love, LOVE the custom pose and expression feature on this software. It runs smoothly around 60-120fps on my
late 2014 laptop (ROG G550JK), and enjoying it so far. One problem though, there are no option to download all resources at
once. Do note even though the download size is small, there are several other resources that needs to be downloaded in-app.

The role (model) creation suite is lacking, there are not enough hair model clothes, eyes, and accessories to be added to the role
(model). I hope there'll be free and paid DLC in the future.

The background, effect, items, etc. should be categorized even further, and maybe resize the UI to be smaller. The current UI
seems like it's zoomed on my 1080p monitor.

For now, the software is perfect for creating artworks, but I think it's not yet competent to make a fully blown simple doujin. I
still recommend ComiPo! over this if you want to make a doujin.

But overall, give it a go! It's cheap, the custom pose and expression is amazing, and did I mention IT'S FCKIN CHEAP FOR
THE QUALITY OF THE SOFTWARE?

P.S. Is it just me, or the download for resources in-app is very slow and sometimes hangs?. Loved 3 out of 4 characters, the
Cannone Fyodor looks ehh at best, really like the butler, has a nice taunt and duble jump animation, the others just look nice and
cool so no complaints. It's Free Cell. nice and playable...but with lack of adventure.... This game is pretty fun. Has a good story
and introduced me to different endings of the game. The only thing I don't like is the cringy fandom. (I don't hate this game, but
a lot of the fandom is just... very bad.)
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definatley a waste of money. game crashes after finishing making the sock (about 5 mins of game play). No sign of any bug
fixes!!!. Yeah, it's cool music I guess. Normally, you could just go onto YouTube and find a video of TF2 music, but what if
you can't gain access to the Internet, but you have this? What about if you have no power and you want to listen to TF2 OST?
Well you use this, obviously. Brilliant sale, I rate it 8\/10.. You will have a lot of fun playing it, especially on harder difficulty
levels!. This game is what GTA should be. This was a good game but replaying it again I forgot about how bad the randomness
of the bullet spread was. I did have a lot of fun playing it with friends too bad other games came out and this never took off with
us as I thought it would. I am having fun again replaying the single player missions again though. Well this game is to hard to
play in my opinion and i didnt enjoy it at all.
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